Pieces of You
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This page: Hermès bag, jacket, mockneck and boot; Muuto vase and Woud side table, both from Vancouver Special.

Opposite: Simone Rocha dress and Bottega Veneta sneaker roller skate, both from Nordstrom; Hermès bags; Normann Copenhagen baskets from Vancouver Special.
This page: Rick Owens jacket and Issey Miyake dress, both from Holt Renfrew; Fendi bag; Muuto vase and Normann Copenhagen basket, both from Vancouver Special.

Opposite: Chanel boot and bag; Normann Copenhagen stock table from Vancouver Special.
Fendi coat; Mansur Gavriel bag from Nordstrom; Muuto lamp from Vancouver Special.

Dolce & Gabbana jacket, Prada boots; Stella McCartney boots, all from Nordstrom; Chanel shoes; Ferm Living side table from Vancouver Special.